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SOMViz: Web-based Self-Organizing Maps
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The self-organizing map (SOM) method has become popular in various disciplines for visual exploration of large, complex, multivariate databases. Despite the increasing popularity of this powerful, but computationally intensive, neural network approach, web applications involving SOM construction and visualization are still rare. We introduce SOMViz, a simple, interactive, web-based prototype system, accessible online through a simple graphical user interface, allowing users without programming knowledge to generate SOMs from multivariate geographic datasets, and visually explore them in combination with thematic maps. At the heart of our contribution lies a proof-of-concept based on an open architecture, including open source technology. We first outline and evaluate design decisions of the proof-of-concept system already completed in 2009 in the context of current state-of-the-art web technology, and then present implementation details and respective functionality of the SOMViz prototype applied to a case study with Swiss population census data as an example. With this contribution, we hope on the one hand to facilitate access to the powerful SOM analysis method for non-specialists, based on generic and open web technology. On the other hand, we offer this solution as a starting point to apply long-standing cartographic design principles and approaches to emerging non-geographic mapping technologies and methods.
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1 Introduction

Geographic datasets including socio-economic information are continuing to grow in volume, in levels of detail, availability, and accessibility. A majority of this data is inherently multivariate, and becoming increasingly difficult to analyze, without sophisticated data mining, and exploratory spatial data analysis techniques. Analyzing very large datasets with traditional statistics can become inadequate, as the data may be bound by a-priori assumptions (Spielman and Thill, 2008). Frequently, data dimensionality reduction techniques (i.e., factor analysis, multidimensional scaling, principal component analysis, etc.) are employed in exploratory multivariate analysis to make sense of complex high-dimensional datasets. While many of the traditional multivariate statistics approaches seem to break down when faced with very large datasets, the SOM technique has shown to scale up very well for databases containing even millions of observations, and/or variables (Skupin and Hagelman, 2003). That is one major reason for the growing popularity of SOMs, or the Kohonen (1982) map method, when the aim is to visually explore lower-dimensional representations of ever growing multivariate databases.

SOM, a type of artificial neural network, effectively combines computational and visual methods for knowledge discovery in large non-geographic and geographic datasets (Skupin and Agarwal, 2008). It is a computationally intensive method that allows generating a single lower-dimensional representation comprising a multitude of input variables, but also supports investigations of the various patterns among individual attributes contributing to the overall model, jointly in one display. Agarwal and Skupin’s (2008) edited volume provides an in-depth introduction to the inner workings of this powerful dimensionality reduction technique, and reviews a range of applications to solve geographical problems. Spielman and Folch (2015) provide a very accessible primer and tutorial to SOMs using census data with the statistical R package. SOMs have been shown to be very effective for tasks like visual comparison of variables, confirming expected relationships and discovering unexpected relationships in a dataset, and assessing the contributions of individual variables to the composite pattern (Koua et al., 2006). Given the inherently multivariate nature of socio-demographic information—just consider the number of variables captured in population census data—it is not surprising that the SOM method has been seen as an attractive option for visual exploration and knowledge construction on the basis of such data. In addition to applications involving well-structured, quantitative data, the method has also been successfully applied to a variety of other data types that may be less structured and more of qualitative nature, such as text documents (Skupin et al., 2013).

A variety of software packages have provided SOM functionality since the method’s inception in the early 1980s (Kohonen, 1982), including the popular SOM_PAK® implementation (Kohonen et al., 1996). The SOM method can be accessed in modular form, such as with the statistics toolkit R (2015; Spielman and Folch, 2015) and the SOM Toolbox for Matlab (Vesanto et al., 1999), as well as in stand-alone form, like the data mining suite Viscovery SOMine (2015). Meanwhile, GeoVISTA Studio (Gahegan et al., 2002), CommonGIS (Andrienko et al., 2010), and SOM Analyst® (Lacayo and Skupin, 2007) are examples for coupling of SOM components with geographic visualization. Despite the growing list of SOM implementations and applications, including in the GIScience domain (Agarwal and Skupin, 2008), there is a notable absence of easy-to-use web-based SOM tools that would provide practical SOM functionality to a non-specialist audience without requiring familiarization with a set of new and complex tools. This contribution is aimed at providing a stepping-stone towards further minimizing this research gap.

Web-based SOM implementations should have the advantage of being platform independent and ubiquitous, with access through standard web browsers and with easy-to-use graphical interfaces, without the need of installing additional software. Such software must allow control not just over the visualizations derived from a SOM, but over the process of SOM creation itself, including modifying various parameters of neural network training. Finally, a web-based system should allow creation and visualization of SOMs from realistic data sets involving potentially thousands of multivariate input objects that are stored in standard database formats.

Based on the contention that web-based systems have the potential for making SOM functionality more accessible and usable for an audience interested in data exploration, but not in advanced programming, this project set out to develop a prototype implementation based on open-source technology. The aim is to allow exploration of structured geographic datasets with SOMs in combination with thematic maps. This paper describes a feasibility case study in which this system is applied to Swiss population census data as one input data example. While the technology has somewhat changed since completion of the project six years ago, there have not been any further successful attempts to provide SOM computation, visualization, and exploration for a non-expert audience over the Web.

2 Related Work

SOMs have been applied to a variety of practical problems, such as speech recognition, robot control, industrial process control, optimization problems, including the analysis of semantic information (Lin et al., 1991). With the rise of available data in digital form SOM have also been rediscovered for exploratory data analysis, for example, with financial and economic data, for information management and retrieval, and for load forecasting in information systems (Kohonen, 2001). Interestingly, in the early days of the World Wide Web Girardin (1995) and Lin et al. (1991) already presented SOMs on the web that had been constructed from the content of text-based online web document archives, allowing users to browse visually through this semantic space with interac-
tive browser interfaces. However, despite a growing literature describing various SOM applications and a diversification of SOM architectures—including a number of significant modifications to Kohonen’s original algorithm—there is today still a lack of advanced web-based applications involving the creation and visualization of SOMs for realistically sized data sets. In fact, the strict separation of SOM creation and SOM visualization observed in early web examples continues to be the status quo still today, with the single rare exceptional example by Herrero et al. (2003) for a very specialized case of microarray gene expression profile analysis in the life sciences. However, there is no web-based SOM computation and visualization system, to our knowledge, that deals with geographic data sets directly online.

3 SOM Applications involving geographic data

Spatio-temporal population datasets, such as census data, were already spatialized offline using SOM by the early 1990s, with the efforts by Winter and Hewitson (1994) as a prime example. They applied the SOM method to socio-demographic data containing over 100,000 records gathered from the 1991 South African Census, in order to investigate unusual structural population groupings and respective spatial distribution. Acknowledging the geographic nature of their data, they also reference a subset of the SOM results in a choropleth map of census districts of the Western Cape region. In doing so, they demonstrated that spatial autocorrelation of ethnicity in attribute space (via the SOM output) bore a strong relationship to spatial autocorrelation of the ethnic clusters in geographic space. In the same volume edited by Hewitson and Crane (1994), Openshaw (1994) makes a case for a quantitative geography by means of a neural net architecture. He employs the SOM method towards spatial data classification problems, specifically for census data. His comparative studies demonstrate the benefits of that approach to classification over more traditional approaches (i.e., k-means among others).

Another early example of exploratory data visualization and analysis with SOM for population data is Kaski and Kohonen’s (1996) approach to explore socio-demographic relationships between countries using thirty-nine welfare indicators.

These first SOM applications and respective outputs were typically of a completely static nature. In contrast, Li (1998) presented the interactive potential of data brushing in attribute space and geographic space by linking SOMs with cartographic maps in a multi-window approach using ESRI’s ArcView. This made it possible to interactively explore spatial association, identify spatial outliers, and generally assist in space-time pattern recognition by selecting neurons in the SOM, and exploring the respective patterns highlighted in a linked geographically referenced map.

There has been a growing interest among GIScientists in highly computational tools for analyzing geographic data in attribute space, including use of the SOM method (Agarwal and Skupin, 2008). Some efforts have advanced the underlying algorithmic tool set (Baiao et al., 2008). Others have pushed forward with the application of common SOM tools—like SOM_PAK—to large geographic data sets containing several hundred thousand objects and their multivariate attributes (Skupin, 2007; Skupin and Esperbé, 2008). Skupin and Hagelman (2003) introduced additional, more explicit, representations of temporality and change in order to understand population dynamics, by overlaying the lifelines of socio-economic units as they traverse high-dimensional space over time. Another direction is the projection of actual space-time paths, such as captured using GPS, onto a fine-grained SOM trained with population attributes of geographic objects (Skupin, 2007). There have also been efforts towards improved symbolization of SOM, such as the coloring of neurons to show cluster memberships in attribute and geographic space (Guo et al., 2005).

Despite those more recent advances, barriers to effective use of the SOM method remain quite high, from preprocessing of input data to the complexity of existing SOM tools, the ability to work with large data sets, and finally, the difficulty of maintaining fine control over graphic outputs (as compared to modern GIS software) (Spielman and Folch, 2015). There is a need to put the ability into the hands of users, to not only examine SOMs that someone else computed and visualized, but also to have direct control over a large number of essential parameters for SOM creation, including the selection of input objects and variables from existing geographic databases.

4 SOMViz Architecture

The overall goal of this research was to develop a simple, web-based prototype for people not versed in programming to apply the SOM method to population census data and then explore the resulting SOM in combination with typical geographic displays, i.e., choropleth maps. We were not invested in making the front-end graphically sophisticated at the outset, but strived first and foremost for technical feasibility, while maintaining clarity by means of visual simplicity. We set out to accomplish these goals while using non-proprietary, easily available open source architecture, relying on open source technology as much as possible available at the time of the project, which was completed in 2009. Today, all employed open source components are still in ongoing development and used globally. By open source architecture, we refer to non-restricted access to source code, without making a priori assumptions about standards and reusability as such. In other words, we not only wanted to minimize conceptual barriers to SOMs, but also technological ones. Our architecture should therefore be able to read and process data from a range of proprietary and open formats. Open architecture also intends to minimize financial barriers to implementation, by combining software components that are free and open source (Dunfey et al., 2006).

The proposed architecture includes open source components to store, translate, analyze, and visualize spatial and non-spatial data through a web-based interface. Another advantage of
relying on open source components is that a developer can examine and test the employed algorithms that would otherwise be typically hidden in proprietary software. An open-source developer can therefore have greater confidence in the quality of the data processing, as he/she can customize, refine, or even change the algorithms directly, if needed (Dunfey et al., 2006).

Our use of the standard SOM_PAK package (Kohonen et al., 1996) as the core component for neural network training addresses several key concerns. SOM_PAK was the first public-domain SOM software package released in 1990 by Kohonen and colleagues (CIS, 2009), and now available in version 3.1 (CIS, 2009). Written in ANSI C, it was designed for large and computationally heavy tasks and has over the years proven more flexible, portable, and scalable than popular alternatives (like the SOM Toolbox for Matlab), especially when it comes to truly large data sets. On the downside, SOM_PAK definitely is not easy-to-use, with its command line user interface and range of input options (Kohonen, 2001). The package is, however, free to use for academic purposes, while it cannot be used in commercial software without permission by its producer (Kohonen et al., 1995). This ease-of-access, cross-platform portability, and proven performance of SOM_PAK (e.g., compared to Java or macro language-based SOM implementations) were key considerations for its adoption in our system, in addition to not requiring any re-implementation of core SOM software.

With the rise of open architectures, new development models for dynamic and interoperable Internet GIS application have appeared (Chang and Park, 2006; Yao and Zou, 2008). Various data-handling approaches and respective technologies are readily available for web-based applications, including distributed GIS solutions (i.e., server-side, client-side, and hybrid). Each approach has its specific advantages and disadvantages with respect to scalability, data manipulation and management, user interactivity and user collaboration options, and the distribution (of server-side or client-side) data handling tasks (Chang and Park, 2006; Yao and Zou, 2008).

Based on Chang and Park (2006)’s evaluation of client and server side approaches for distributed GIS solutions, we decided to follow a hybrid approach, relying on both advantages of server and client side technologies. In our approach, resource intensive data processing and computation is fully implemented on the server. In the context of current state-of-the-art “big data” analytics, this choice seems still the most desirable. Server-side geoprocessing still outperforms clients, despite their ongoing increase in processing power. Hamilton (2014) found that current implementation of web browsers are limited in their ability to execute JavaScript geoprocessing, and are not yet prepared to process data sizes larger than about 7,000 to 10,000 vertices. The generation of the SOM and the thematic map is also performed server-side, while all other system functionality, like the graphical user interface, user interactivity, etc., is performed on the client side. This setup was chosen as to deliver only a small data volume over the network to the client, and to be able to remain platform independent on the client-side. In doing so, the system can be accessed with any kind of standard web browser, and running on any operating system. Assessing the strength and weaknesses of server and client side open architecture technology, as suggested by Chang and Park (2006), we chose the open source database PostGIS (2015), running the open source Apache Tomcat (2015) software including the Java Servlet and JavaServer Pages technology, and the open-source SOM_PAK (CIS, 2015) package for SOM generation. This solution offers the strength of minimum client usage requirements, and straightforward output delivery to any standard web browser, relying on standard and open Java libraries. For the server-side technology, Java servlets and Java server pages were employed to maximize performance and functionality. Java can access the compiled binaries through the runtime environment, in our case Linux. On the client-side, JavaScript and Java applets are utilized. JavaScript is used for handling simple user interactions in the web-based user interface (i.e., data selection and query), and to handle the maps delivered by the server.

A user can interactively select census data attributes through a standard web browser interface. These data subsets are then transformed and standardized before they enter the training process with SOM_PAK on the server. Java applets are employed to depict the trained self-organizing map data delivered from the server to the web-based client. An overview of the SOMViz architecture is provided in Figure 1. Since the implementation of our system by the end of 2009, the open technology has developed rapidly, but employed components (i.e., SOM_PAK, Java, Apache servers, etc.) are still widely used today, and no new significant open SOM tools have appeared, that allow web-based, online SOM construction and visualization, particularly for geographic datasets. Today, one would probably opt for Web 2.0 savvy frameworks for implementation that would allow for more flexible user interaction beyond what Java Applets or Java Server Pages might have offered, and avoid potential security restriction issues. Still, conceptually, our overall open source component approach is flexible and extendable, so that new technology solutions can be easily integrated. In the next sections we describe and evaluate the chosen architecture in more detail.

For reasons of stability and security, we chose the open development environment Linux CentOS 5.2 (CentOS, 2015) as the operating system. SOM_PAK 3.1 (CIS, 2015) was compiled for this platform. We chose the open source and object-relational PostGIS 1.3.3 database, based on PostgreSQL (2015), to store and query the census attribute data, and handle respective geometry. This database is connected to an Apache Tomcat 6.0.16 (2015) web server, with a JDBC connection. This open source web server supports Java servlet and Java server pages technology. GeoServer (2015) technology is an open source, Java-based web application that we installed on Apache Tomcat. Web map services (WMS) and web feature services (WFS) are employed to deliver the geometry stored in our PostGIS database. Finally, SOMViz relies on JavaScript-based
OpenLayers technology to handle WFS service requests, and to query the geographic attribute data. WMS service requests depict the choropleth maps in the web browser.

5 Data Selection and Management
The test data set chosen to demonstrate the unique features of the SOMViz proof-of-concept system was obtained from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office (SFSO, 2015). The attribute data includes Swiss census data from four decades (1970–2000), harmonized and aggregated by 2896 municipalities for the year 2001. We downloaded ESRI Shape files of boundaries for Cantons and municipalities from the Swiss Federal Statistical Office Web site (SFSO, 2015). For simplicity, we only used a subset of ten census themes for SOMViz, including their associated 41 variables. The ESRI shape files including Swiss Canton and municipality borders were ingested into our PostGIS database. The executable “shp2pgsql” included with the PostGIS database installation was used for this step, and a spatial index was then created in PostGIS. While this data is currently implemented in the system, it can of course be substituted with other similarly structured census data and boundary files.

6 Online Creation of Self-organizing Maps
The SOMViz web-based tool includes a point-and-click SOM creation wizard (see Figure 2) to go through the standard sequence of steps for the creation of SOMs. As shown in a subset of the web form in Figure 2, a user has selected a series of variables and the respective geographic units (i.e., Cantons) as input for the SOM. After the user presses the “Create Input Data” button at the bottom of Figure 2, a query request is sent to the database on the server where respective variables are selected and normalized, if necessary. This data selection step takes less than five seconds on an Intel single core machine with 2.16 GHz and 1GB Ram. The average time for selection is between 0.5 and 1.3 seconds, and depends on the complexity of the query request.

After pressing the “Create Input Data” button at the bottom of the form in Figure 2, a data matrix with selected variables including labels for the enumeration units is generated on the server, ready to be further processed by SOM_PAK. SOMViz offers a couple of data normalization options for data preprocessing. For a sensible SOM spatialization, it is important to consider whether data normalization, such as z-score, log transformation, or range scaling of values is necessary, especially with heterogeneous value ranges (Skupin and Fabrikant, 2007). Without normalization, attributes with larger variance would have more influence during the SOM training phase, than attributes with smaller ranges. Currently, SOMViz offers z-score and histogram equalization.

Following the data selection step, the user can specify a number of SOM parameters, including topology type, size of the SOM (number of neurons in x and y), neighborhood function, and initialization type. The self-organizing map is then initialized. With further training parameters then chosen by the user, neural network training itself is started, with SOM_PAK as its core. The SOM processing actions handled by SOM_PAK include:
1. initialize the neural network with a user-defined topology and linear or random neuron weights,
2. train the neural network, including iterative adjustment of neuron weights over multiple training cycles,
3. evaluate the quantization error,
4. and finally, store results in a file.

7 Server-side processing
SOM processing results in a trained SOM codebook file located server-side, with two-dimensional coordinates of neurons and associated neuron weights stored in the database. At this stage, labels for the best matching units (BMU) are...
caused by the transformation of a high-dimensional input space to a lower-dimensional SOM representation. The shaded relief representation of the U-matrix is intended to give a viewer a visual sense of the resulting distortions in a SOM when projecting a high-dimensional data space onto a two-dimensional plane. The valleys in this undulating terrain shown in Figure 4 represent clusters or homogeneous socio-demographic regions of similar enumeration units in the high-dimensional census attribute space. Valleys are separated by ridges and hills that represent borders between these homogeneous regions. Borders are literally break lines or distortions of the high-dimensional space as it is projected into the two-dimensional neuron lattice.

9 Visual exploration of the Swiss census data set

The SOM shows an urban-rural divide, a re-occurring and dominant feature of the Swiss socio-demographic landscape. The Cantons with the largest cities Zurich, Geneva, Basel (Stadt), Bern, and Lausanne (Canton of Vaud) are all located on the left-hand side of Figure 4, with Geneva and Zurich in opposite corners of the map. Geneva, with its international institutions, seems to be a unique outlier, located behind a ridge in the upper left corner of the SOM. Interestingly, the small and very rural Half-Canton of Appenzell Ausserrhoden in the center of the map in Figure 4 is literally an isolated island, surrounded by a zone of similarly structured, but significantly larger and more urbanized Cantons based on the chosen census variables (see respective component planes in Figure 3). The agricultural Canton of Appenzell Ausserrhoden seems to score particularly low on unemployment and travel-to-work-time compared to its more urbanized, and ethnically more diverse neighboring Cantons in the SOM, all located in the most densely populated and urbanized area of Switzerland called the Middleland. This zone of highest population density in Switzerland is squeezed between the sparsely populated Alps in the southwest, and the Jura in the north-east in geo-graphic space. The other rural areas are

appended to the codebook file, at the end of each data row. This is followed by visualization of the SOM. A unified matrix (U-matrix) (Ultsch 1993) is then calculated and stored as a Java grid object. If the user chooses a relief-shaded U-matrix output, analytic relief shading is computed on this grid (Reliefshading, 2015). The grid image is stored as PNG file on the server. A Java applet running on the client regularly checks the availability of PNG and codebook files on the server for dynamic visualization. The client can dynamically update neuron coordinates and respective SOM labels in real-time. The newly generated SOM visualization is thus dynamically delivered to the client by means of a Java applet, including a labeled layer of neurons overlaid onto the U-matrix PNG file. The component planes of the individual input variables are also stored in the SOM codebook file. These are stored as raster layers on the server and then transferred to the client in PNG format. The contribution of each variable to the overall SOM model can then be visually examined within the web client (Figure 3).

8 Client-side data display

SOMViz transforms the U-matrix into a shaded relief (Figure 4) and presents this on the client to the user as one of the SOM outputs. When creating a SOM it is important to communicate the distortion...
all located along the borders of the SOM, on the right half of the map, and towards the bottom parts of the SOM. Interestingly, the agricultural (rural) Cantons exhibit the lowest levels of unemployment.

Also, note that there seems to be a language differentiation with the French speaking Cantons of Geneva and Vaud in the upper left corner of the U-matrix visualization. In contrast, however, the French speaking Cantons of Jura and Valais are placed at the opposite edge, on the right hand side of the SOM. Inspecting the component planes in Figure 3, it becomes apparent that aside from language, these two Cantons bare little socio-demographic similarity to Geneva and Vaud with respect to the variables employed for SOM creation. This is one good example why component plane visualizations are crucial for making sense of apparent patterns in the U-matrix. In fact, Jura and Valais seem almost negatively autocorrelated with Geneva and Vaud. Where Geneva (and to a lesser degree Vaud) exhibits high values, Jura and Valais show low values. This might mean that language differentiation is not one of the main factors driving the pattern in the U-matrix. The bilingual Cantons of Fribourg and Bern make the transitions to the German speaking Cantons located from the middle towards the bottom of the map. Ticino, the only Italian speaking canton, is also located at the upper edge of the map, clearly separated from its neighbors.

The labels of the best matching units depicted in the U-matrix in Figure 4, and corresponding component planes in Figure 3, are automatically generated. On an 2.16GHz Intel-based computer with 1GB of RAM, Figure 4 – including 26 Cantons as input vectors using histogram equalization, hexagonal topology, 40x40 neurons, Gaussian neighborhood, and linear initialization—took about 1 minute and 40,000 runs to compute.

10 SOMViz display interaction options

Once the data is visualized, SOMViz allows for simple interactive data exploration (Figure 5). Figure 5 presents a screenshot of the web-based graphical user interface with both the SOM at the top, and the choropleth map below.

At the upper left corner of the interface, the user can select the preferred view, that is, either only geographic space, or only attribute space, or both shown together. A user can interactively query the labeled BMUs and toggle labels in the SOM on or off. A text field below the map offers the option to query a particular enumeration unit in the attribute space. A hyper link below the query box opens a pop-up window to visualize the respective component planes in a separate window. Figure 6 depicts an example of the component plane visualizations for the same subset of census variables as shown in Figure 3, but now including all Swiss 2.896 municipalities.

For a dataset with about 3,000 input vectors (see Figure 5 with 2896 municipalities as an example) and similar training settings as for the Cantons (Figure 4), the computation with 1,500,000 runs took eight minutes.

The interpretation of the municipalities pattern is more complex, and would require much more background on Swiss socio-demographics that would go beyond the scope of this paper. Figure 6 simply illustrates that our system can indeed process data consisting of several thousand high-dimensional input vectors.

Interactivity between the geographic space and the attribute space in SOMViz is still somewhat limited at this stage of the proof-of-concept system, but time resources permitting, easily expandable. Currently, a user can select which attributes to view as SOM component planes, and which geographic features to show in the geographic map, by simply clicking the respective layers in the gray zone at the upper right corner of the interface. A user can zoom and pan the maps, and click into a polygon of the choropleth map to query the attribute values dynamically displayed in the black zone below the map legend. With a click onto this black zone the user can jump to the respective location of the enumeration unit (Canton
or municipality) in the attribute space. Currently the data in the choropleth map are classed with a fixed, equal interval classification scheme shown in a respective legend below the map. Of course, sound cartographic design principles offer limitless extensions and improvements to the graphical user interface, including both the SOM visualizations and the choropleth map. One could imagine to offer various map data classification options, sound color schemes (i.e., colorbrewer2.org), improved map labeling, etc. This is left for future work.

11 Discussion
The goal of this research was to develop a proof-of-concept demonstration of a web-based SOM creation tool for users not wishing to write scripts or use command-line inputs for SOM creation and visualization. For this reason, a point-and-click wizard-style web interface was implemented in the SOMViz prototype, including SOM creation and visualization, and choropleth map depiction. SOMViz accomplishes this with a hybrid open architecture where the data processing and handling work load over a network is balanced between heavier computation on a server, and faster data display and user interaction on a more flexible thin client. An open-source approach has been chosen due to its flexibility and expandability. Server-side, PostGIS (2015) handles spatial data storage. Own developed Java servlets handle data processing on an open web server, running Apache Tomcat (2015). The open SOM_PAK (CIS 2015) software is employed for online SOM creation. On the client-side, hypertext markup language (HTML) is used in conjunction with JavaScript and a newly developed Java applet to depict the maps generated on the fly, and to allow for platform independent data display and user interactivity. Coding details are available in Gabathuler (2009).

12 Current limitations
SOMViz currently allows for visual exploration and query of census data in SOM attribute space. This, for example, includes the U-matrix for visual inspection of the potential distortions when projecting high-dimensional data into a two-dimensional map plane, and its respective individual component planes linked to a choropleth map. Socio-demographic patterns can thus be examined visually with respect to potential spatio-temporal autocorrelation. The views are currently not fully linked in SOMViz, which is left for future work at this stage of the project. The needs for our solution to be platform independent and providing a user with joint visualization of geographic and non-geographic data in one display, required us to select a mix of then available technological standards (i.e., Java Applets and JavaScript) that turned out to be not fully compatible with each other, with respect to desired user interaction functionality. While JavaScript has become the method of choice on the client side for handling and visualizing geographic data sets by means of Web Map Services (WMS) and respective database queries including Feature Map Services (WFS), there is nothing comparable available for spatially referenced SOM data. The GeoServer and OpenLayers technology we employed for geographic data cannot handle the non-georeferenced SOM geometry, as expressed in the codebook file standard. This is the reason we needed to develop own Java-applets to handle SOM visualization and user interaction. Today, however, one might chose a different software approach, as new Web 2.0 technologies have appeared such as the AJAX framework and various new JavaScript libraries (i.e., D3.js, Processing.js, HTM5/Canvas, etc.). At the time of writing, no scalable, web-based solution for online SOM training, processing and visualization, including linked human-map-SOM interaction is available. One of the open problems is that most mentioned JavaScript libraries have difficulty handling very large datasets. Ironically, that is, however, precisely the scenario in which one typically turns from popular similarity layouts using object-to-object relationships-such as spring layout or multidimensional scaling-to a method like SOM, because it does not use object similarities as input. Future avenues to explore may involve loading the data through the client, and performing pre-processing on the client-side with JavaScript or similar, before handing it over to a server.

12 Potential for future extensions
Whatever the chosen technology, as Spielman and Thill (2008) suggest, one can...
imagine various ways of linked interaction. For example, users could select an area or areas of interest in the geographic map and explore the highlighted patterns in the SOM. The reverse approach would be to select a best matching unit or an area of interest in the SOM, and highlight the respective patterns in the geographic map. Thirdly, a user could select a specific attribute value range from the database, and visualize the pattern in the SOM and the geographic map (Spilioman and Thill, 2008). Another interesting option could be to project new data that were not initially trained with the SOM into the existing attribute space, for example, by placing it with its best matching unit in the SOM. One could thus compare various datasets across space and time. However, for providing this kind of advanced user interaction, while maintaining platform independence, it is probably best to rely on one technology for implementation on either client or server. For example, one could imagine to store SOM data together with geographic data in the same spatial database on the server, instead of having the SOM data separately stored in the common codebook file format. Likewise, one can foresee in the near future available technology on the client specifically targeted to high-quality graphics and user interaction.

Whatever the technology choice, the combination of attribute and geographic space for census data exploration seems very promising. Koua et al. (2006) showed in an empirical study with participants exploring population census variables for 150 countries, that maps were more effective for visual tasks such as locate, and distinguish, but seemed less effective for tasks involving comparison and correlation of the studied variables. A disadvantage for a thematic map is that it can only show a limited number of attributes, which conflicts with the high-dimensional nature of census data. Meanwhile, Koua et al. (2006) found that the SOM component planes can help users view data relationships by comparing patterns among variables.

In the current version of SOMViz, multiple-window functionality, including synchronized data highlighting, has not yet been fully implemented. As mentioned earlier, this limitation can be overcome, once more mature technology will be available that includes advanced graphical user interaction functionality for “big data” analytics, as well as a range of advanced web-based services that can handle geographic as well as non-geographic spatial attribute data effectively and efficiently. Once this is available, one could imagine many additional cartographic visualization options. For example, the choropleth map could be complemented with graduated symbols, and animations, showcasing the temporal component of the data. Trajectory visualization, as proposed by Skupin and Hagelman (2003), would also be possible in this context.

Due to their inherent spatio-temporal nature, census data often exhibit explicit patterns of spatial heterogeneity, and often include autocorrelation in time and space (Andrienko et al. 2008). Consequently, interactive spatial autocorrelation tools (i.e., Moran’s I, etc.), for both, the attribute and geographic space, would be an interesting avenue to develop further (Brundson and Dykes, 2007). Also, additional tools to explore the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP) could be envisaged. Meanwhile, efforts by Baçao et al. (2008) point towards possible modifications to the SOM algorithm itself, with specific incorporation of geographic location.

In comparison with common GIS approaches, where visual and computational overlays of various thematic layers are done on the basis of a standard coordinate system, one could similarly overlay various clustering solutions onto the same neuron geometry (Skupin 2004) and/or onto the geometry of the geographic space. Intelligent coordination of symbology for side-by-side geographic and attribute space depictions are a crucial concern of course, with the approach of Guo et al. (2005) providing a good starting point.

These and many additional features are feasible in this open and modular SOMViz prototype. The system is understood as an expandable research platform, thus a first stepping-stone for future like-minded work, related to web-based SOM of socio-demographic data. As such additional features are implemented, key advantages of the overall web-centric approach and this particular client-server configuration can be exploited. Similar to SOM training, other compute-intensive operations-like clustering of neurons—could be performed server-side, and the respective results delivered to fairly thin clients, including even mobile platforms such as smart phones.

To evaluate the usability of a tool like SOMViz one could analyze the effectiveness and efficiency of the tool with users through traditional empirical success metrics, such as error rate and task completion time. Such studies should be done not necessarily with a large number of users, but professionals that might want to use the tool to analyze complex data. For example, population specialists would be observed they apply SOMViz towards the analysis of census data. Evaluation of a tool must also include an explicit validation of the method, that is, whether it indeed helps to uncover the types of patterns it is supposed to uncover. One means of validating methods is to check them against benchmark data sets, where the data patterns are known in advance (Andrienko et al. 2008).

13 Summary and Outlook

We presented SOMViz, a proof-of-concept implementation of a web-based, open source SOM generation tool aimed at spatializing multivariate census data. Key contributions introduced in this web-based SOM prototype include the following:

- **web-based, database-driven data selection and query**
- **web-based SOM training** with leveraging of a standard SOM tool set capable of dealing with very large input data sets and large numbers of neurons
- **web-based post-processing of trained SOM**, including analytical hill shading of the U-matrix,
- **web-based SOM visualization including U-matrix and component plane displays** in combination with a geographic choropleth map

Technology has and will certainly change over time, and provide additional and/or different opportunities for creating SOMs.
online in the future. This in turn might affect the design and implementation of a web-based system, and will offer new ways to apply SOMs to socio-economic data, and for social science research questions. Our approach is intended as a first step to demonstrate that online SOM creation is feasible, and thus also potentially more accessible for an audience not versed in programming. SOMViz is an open and flexible research prototype with opportunities and challenges for extension. For example, user interactivity could be improved with linked, multiple windows, allowing synchronized selection and highlighting. Additional SOM creation options could be included, such as logarithmic normalization for potential data skewness reduction, and descriptive statistics measures for data selection, to support users in their data normalization choices. Additionally, statistical indicators to explore spatial autocorrelation could be provided in attribute and geographic space. Certainly, questions of how SOM-Viz can amplify cognition for socio-demographic visual data analytics still remain to be addressed. These research questions could be tackled with systematic user studies and expert evaluations, to assess the usefulness of this prototype for census data exploration and analysis. Another topic for future work is to provide space-time trajectories to visualize the temporal dimension of the geographic census datasets. Finally, a critical advantage of SOM over other dimensionality reduction techniques is the ability to map new data items onto the trained SOM, without having to recompose the underlying base map. This makes the SOM method a prime candidate for generating base maps of attribute space that can then routinely appear side-by-side with familiar depictions of geographic space, allowing in-depth comparative studies of geographic phenomena that may be distributed across geographic space, attribute space, or time.
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Vorschläge und Fragestellungen

Hierzu ist eine Spezialkarte mit dem Namen "Orienteering Map" erforderlich. Die Karte enthält weit mehr Kartensymbole als eine traditionelle topografische Karte. So werden zu den vorschrifti- 


Die Grundlage zur Erstellung einer OL-Karte ist eine möglichst detaillierte, bestehende topografische Karte, beispielsweise ein amtlicher Übersichtsplan oder Flächennutzungspläne. So werden grundsätzlich die wichtigsten Punkte auf die OL-Karte übertragen und angegeben.

Die Karte ist in drei Grünstufen mit einer klaren Farbweissattribution. Die Wiesen und Felder sind in Gelb, die Waldgebiete in Grün, die städtischen und ländlichen Bereiche in Weiß dargestellt.
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